I. INTRODUCTION
T HE solution to Maxwell's frequency domain equations in integral form using the electric, magnetic, or combined field formulations (EFIE, MFIE, CFIE) is very well established using the method of moment (MoM) matrix formulation approach. In the MoM, unknowns and test functions are often subsectional sampled on a subwavelength scale resulting in dense matrices of size N, the number of unknown current coefficients. This fact has been the limiting feature in applying MoM to electrically large bodies due to the tyranny of for matrix fill time and storage and of time for LU factorization. Computational time for LU factorization, thus, grows as the sixth or ninth power of body size for surface or volume problems, respectively. Solve Manuscript received January 24, 2007 ; revised September 10, 2007 . Published August 6, 2008 (projected) . This work was supported by NASA (for its validation and problem size extensions). Earlier portions of this work were supported in part by Mrs. Shaeffer and indirectly by the Office of Naval Research.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAP.2008.926739 cost varies as time for each right-hand side (RHS) and becomes a particularly severe issue for electrically large scatterers as one needs everincreasing backscatter angles to adequately sample the scattering pattern.
Researchers have made various approaches at solving this electrically large body problem using so-called "fast" methods. These have been mostly based on the fact that when unknowns N are grouped in local spatial regions, the resulting blocks of the system impedance matrix are of low numerical rank. Advantage is then taken of this feature, in a variety of approaches, to speed the solution. A good review of existing "fast" methods for electromagnetic surface integral equations such as FMM, AIM, pFFT, MLFMM, IES3 has been presented by Zhao, Vouvakis, and Lee [1] .
Another class of "fast" approaches is based on hierarchical matrices. In [20] , Hackbusch introduces hierarchical matrices and their sparse matrix computational properties including sparse properties of their inverses. In [21] Bebendorf and Hackbusch introduce -matrix approximants to the inverse of elliptic operators and in [22] Bebendorf shows that the inverse stiffness matrix can be approximated by -matrices and in [24] introduces a new class of approximate inverse preconditioners. In [23] , Ostrowski, Andjelic and Bebendorf use -matrices to construct effective preconditioners for iterative solvers.
References [1] , [5] - [8] , and [23] have used the low rank nature of the system matrix coupled with their unique or specific approach to reduce matrix fill time and storage and then solved the resulting matrix equations using iterative solvers to compute current solutions for each RHS excitation vector.
Iterative solvers may be quite satisfactory for only a few RHS such as antenna or bistatic problems, but for monostatic scattering with many required sampling angles, this part of the problem becomes expensive; and there are often convergence issues with such solvers, particularly with geometries with many mutual interactions such as cavities.
Another "fast" solution is the simply sparse approach [2] - [4] , which takes a change of basis approach. The MoM basis and test functions are transformed using unitary orthogonal matrices. This results in only a small fraction of the unknowns radiating to the far field. Resulting blocks of the system matrix are upper corner dense. This property is then used to efficiently LU factor and solve the system equations [16] .
The problem all of these "fast" methods have overcome, each in their own way, is that of reducing time and memory storage required to fill blocks of the matrix. Bebendorf [5] has recently introduced the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) that attacks this problem in a rather interesting and purely matrix algebra approach. His ACA algorithm computes compressed 0018-926X/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE forms of low rank block matrices using only a few rows and columns of that matrix. This technique has very significant ramifications: a) the matrix block does not require full computation or fill. Only selected rows and columns are needed; b) the resultant matrix can be stored in compressed format significantly reducing memory storage; c) use of compressed matrices in computations very significantly reduces operations count; and d) the operations count required by the ACA algorithm is small.
A number of authors [1] , [4] - [8] have now reported use of this ACA technique for filling system matrix blocks, including this author. It was during the work reported in [4] , that it was observed that not only were the blocks of low rank, but also the blocks of the LU factored matrix were of low rank. This later observation then raised the question: Could the ACA be used to directly factor and solve the system equations without explicit matrix fill? That question is the topic of this paper.
This paper starts by positing that when unknowns are spatially grouped, that blocks of and its LU factored form are of low rank and thus compressible. This means that such matrix blocks can be expressed as the outer product of a column dominant matrix times a row dominant matrix, e.g., if is an m x n matrix and is of low numerical rank and thus compressible, can be very well approximated by the product of where the column dominant matrix is and is the row dominant matrix . Low rank means thus the storage requirement for and is very much less than the storage requirement for . And, the operations count involving in its compressed low rank form can be very much less than using in full form.
Thus spatially grouped blocks of the system impedance matrix can be expressed in the outer product form and its LU factors can be similarly expressed as and . Further, for monostatic scattering, where there are many RHS incident plane wave forcing functions, blocks of are low rank and can be compressed as and the final current solution blocks are also low rank and can be compressed as . In the work that follows we will show results for the frequency domain 3D EFIE Surface Integral Equation MoM using RWG triangle basis functions [9] , [10] with Galerkin test functions so that a symmetric block system results where the unknowns have been grouped into local spatial regions. The self and near selfterms are computed using the radial-angular approach described in [11] . All computations were done in single precision.
Paper organization is as follows: Section II discusses spatial grouping of unknowns, low rank and rank fraction. Section III presents an overview of the ACA; Section IV describes the application of the ACA to LU factorization; Section V presents the rank fraction and operations count fraction results; Section VI presents preliminary results with comparisons to measured data, other prediction codes and to results not using compression; and Section VII presents the numerical complexity study.
The term low rank in this paper means that the matrix blocks of various components of the system equation are approximately low rank and can be compressed. Some authors call this rank deficient. An alternate view is that these matrix blocks from the MoM formulation, where sampling rates are based for near interaction requirements, are extremely overspecified in terms of Fig. 1 . Spatially grouped unknowns lead to low rank block matrices Z, L, U, V, and J for electrically large bodies (from [17] ).
the number of matrix elements per block required for distant interactions. Matrix compression is one way to significantly reduce the number of elements required to represent the physics contained in nonself-block matrices.
II. UNKNOWN GROUPING AND LOW RANK
MoM system equations are not low rank, but when unknowns are grouped into local spatial regions, the block-block or region-region sub matrices can be well approximated by matrices of much lower rank when the regions are spaced some distance apart, Fig. 1 [17] . Typical subsectional MoM formulations sample the unknown current density 7 to 20 per and 50-400 per for wire and surface problems respectively. This sampling is required to adequately compute near-near interactions, but is clearly overkill for distant interactions as evidenced by the low rank nature of these block matrices.
Unknowns in this work have been grouped into local regions using a cobblestone distance sorting technique: Make a list of all unsorted unknowns; Create a box surrounding unsorted unknowns and create the diagonal vector of this box. This vector becomes the sort direction for the group; Project unsorted points onto this vector; Find first unsorted point along this vector; Compute distance to all other unknowns and sort from close to far; Fill region with closest unsorted points; Terminate when desired group size is obtained, or if the next point is further than a specified tolerance; Repeat procedure for next group.
For surface geometries, this procedure produces cobblestone geometric groups, much like a stonemason placing bricks starting from an initial vertex and extending out to arms reach, Fig. 2 . Each group is composed of members who are sorted in distance in a smooth regular fashion from near to far.
Once unknowns are grouped, the interaction between a pair of groups becomes a block in the system matrix such that block is the interaction between the th and th groups. Self-interaction blocks are on the diagonal, near interactions close to the diagonal and distant interactions far from the diagonal of the system matrix.
As the distance between two groups increases, the rank of the block matrix expressing their interaction decreases. This results in more compression with less memory storage and problem operations count.
Rank: Rank is often defined in a very detailed manner using notions such as vector spaces, linear independence, linear dependence, operator range space, operator null space, singular value decomposition, singular values, QR factorizations, . [12] , [13] . For our purposes, we will use a very simple notion of rank, i.e., can a matrix be reasonably compressed as the outer product of a column dominant matrix times a row dominant matrix where numerical rank k is less than m or n and hopefully much less,
The error norm tolerance of this approximation is measured in terms of Frobenius matrix norms. This error is a function of the number of k columns in and k rows in
If compressed matrix represents to this tolerance, we say that has rank k for tolerance . In this sense, rank and tolerance are related.
Thus, low rank, with , means that matrix can be expressed by the outer product of an column dominant matrix times a row dominant matrix, where now , (3) where the matrix multiplication is also expressed as the equivalent outer product sum of rank one column and rows of and . Low rank compressed matrices lead to reduced memory requirement and reduced operations count for LU factor and back solve.
Rank Fraction: Specifying rank k alone does not have much meaning unless one also specifies m and n. This paper will specify rank fraction as a measure of matrix compressibility and is defined as the memory storage for and , , compared to the mn storage for and is expressed in log form due to the very high compression ratios that result. This ratio is the dB rank fraction dBrf , then the ACA algorithm has a very small operations count, and more importantly, requires only a small fraction of for input.
The ACA starts its 0th approximation by choosing a row and column of to form the first outer product approximation. Adding more columns to and rows to makes successive improvements to reduce the approximation error. Successive improvements converge when the norm of the kth outer product next new term is less than the tolerance times the norm of (or in the MoM equation case, less than the norm of the largest row block norm). Note that does not have to exist in full form for the ACA operation provided one has a subroutine or methodology to compute the few needed rows and columns of .
IV. APPLICATION OF THE ACA TO LU FACTOR
Bebendorf's ACA algorithm enables one to compute the reduced rank k compressed matrix (corresponding to tolerance ) from knowledge of k rows and columns of . In the MoM system equation with spatial blocks, would represent blocks of . And for monostatic scattering, can also represent the RHS voltage matrix blocks . In these two cases, rows and columns of and are computed from a subroutine. The subroutines that compute and need only to be modified to compute a row or a column that is requested by the ACA algorithm. Thus, the ACA is used in a straightforward manner to compute the compressed blocks and . This has been the typical application of the ACA for computing in [1] , and [5] - [8] .
One can also use the ACA to LU factor a low rank block matrix. In this paper, a Galerkin approach is used so that the matrix is blockwise symmetric and has an upper triangle LU factorization of [14] ( 5) where the s are the diagonal blocks. Applying LU factorization by columns , the blocks of are computed
Blocks of are low rank and so also are the LU blocks . Thus blocks can be expressed in compressed form (7) where all terms on the RHS are already known.
Operations Count Metric: An LU block wise measure of reduced ops count is the ratio of compressed to noncompressed LU factorization operations, measured on a log scale due to the high ratios that result (8) where the numerator is the LU block operations count using compressed matrices to compute the compressed block from (7) and the denominator is the block operations count required to compute the uncompressed LU factor using noncompressed blocks (6).
V. SYSTEM BLOCK EQUATION RANK FRACTION FOR Z AND LU
In the system symmetric matrix results to follow, both upper and lower triangles will be shown for ease of presentation and understanding. Of course, they are just the transpose of each other.
Rank and tolerance are related. In the rank fraction maps shown in this paper, the tolerance is relative to the norm of the largest block in a block row, i.e., the diagonal block. Thus, the smallness of each successive ACA term is measured relative to the block row and not to the block itself.
The open cone (described later and in [1] ) at 18 GHz has 98 624 unknowns. When spatially grouped, with a maximum group size of 3000 unknowns, and an ACA tolerance of , the dB Rank Fraction is shown in Fig. 3 where the dB scale encompasses two orders of magnitude. Clearly seen is the significant compression of each block as the ith and jth blocks get far apart. When this blocked system matrix is LU factored using (7), the dB rank fraction of the LU factors are shown in Fig. 4 over the same two orders of magnitude scale and an LU ACA factor tolerance of . The key observation is that the blocks of the LU factors of are also of low rank. And the rank of each block decreases as the th and th groups get far apart. The sparseness of the LU factored blocks is not as great as the original blocks due to factorization fill in. However, the LU blocks are still sparse. Overall, the system matrix was 93% sparse and the LU matrix was 92% sparse.
This problem had 3388 RHS (2 polarizations per angle, 1694 angles). The monostatic RHS is low rank. Overall sparseness of is 95.5%. The corresponding current solution , is also low rank, but not as low as due to fill in. 1 Overall current solution sparseness drops to 88.5%.
The LU factor operations count fraction for the LU blocks is shown in Fig. 5 using the dB_Ops_Fraction metric over a three orders of magnitude scale. 2 3 Mercury MoM sparse backscatter results will be shown for four targets: cone-sphere, slicy, open pipe, and open cone. Additional results are presented in [18] and [19] . Sparseness associated with the RHS incident plane wave forcing function V and current solution J for backscatter depends greatly on: the number of RHS solved per group which depends on available memory at solution time, edge length discretizaton, and on the number of incident plane waves (number of RHS) per target beam width. 4 Thus, the V and J compression factors given below are very problem specific. Sparseness for Z and LU blocks also depend greatly on edge length discretizaton, on the ACA LU 1 One might presuppose that the difference between the sparseness of Z and LU and of V and J is related to the difference between Physical Optics and MoM with no and all interactions accounted for, respectively.
VI. PRELIMINARY MONOSTATIC RESULTS
2 Preliminary because no error analyses have been made (error bars) and no attempts have been made to study effects of ACA convergence tolerances, block size, quadrature settings and edge length discretization on results.
3 PC Workstation, two Xeon Core 2 Duo processors (four cores), 16 GB memory, four SCSI RAID 0 disk drives, Win XP EM64T, circa 2006 cost $7500 US. Run times are for this machine. 4 Target beam width being defined, in degrees, as = 57=l where l is the maximum extent of target. convergence tolerances and degree of target mutual interactions. Of course, solution accuracy also depends on these parameters. Thus, the Z and LU compression factors are specific to the problems shown.
Cone Sphere: The cone sphere [26] results at 9 GHz, Fig. 6 , are compared to the measured data of [26] and to the BOR code of [15] for the incident E field in the plane of incidence. This cone has a 7-degree half angle, a length of 23.821 inches and a sphere radius of 2.947 inches. The number of unknowns was 61 362, average edge length 0.1 , and ACA LU and solve tolerances were and , respectively. The Z and LU matrix overall compression was 90% and 89%. V and J compression factors were 97.5% and 92.4%. Slicy: Slicy, described in [28] , is a target rich in multiple bounce specular interactions (see insert). The results at 514 MHz, Fig. 7 , for an azimuth cut at a 10-degree elevation for E perpendicular to plane of incidence, compares the sparse results with those of the Carlos patch code [15] 5 and to Mercury MoM without compression. The number of unknowns was 90,711, average edge length 0.117 , and ACA LU and solve tolerances Fig. 6 . Cone-Sphere backscatter at 9 GHz, E in plane of incidence. Comparisons to measured data [26] and a BOR code [15] . Fig. 7 . Slicy backscatter at 514 MHz, E perpendicular to plane of incidence, azimuth cut, 10 elevation. Comparisons to predictions without compression and to the Carlos patch code [15] .
. The Z and LU matrix overall compression was 95% and 90%, respectively. V and J compression factors were 86% and 54%. Total run time was 47 min.
Open Pipe: The open pipe, while geometrically a simple target, is one of significant scattering mechanism complexity, so much so that it has become a robust target for evaluating computational EM codes [27] . Backscatter results at 8 and 20 GHz are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for incident E perpendicular to plane of incidence. This pipe has inner and outer diameter of 3.87 and 4.0 inches and a length of 36 inches. Both results are compared to a BOR code prediction [25] . The 8 GHz results are also compared to the Mercury MoM code without compression. The average edge length was 0.1 resulting in 157 059 and 1 025 109 unknowns, respectively. The number of RHS incident plane waves for both polarizations was 2466 and 6162. The ACA LU and solve tolerances were and , respectively. The Z and LU matrix overall compression was 95% and 94% at 8 GHz Comparisons to predictions without compression and to BOR code [25] . Fig. 9 . Open Pipe backscatter at 20 GHz, E perpendicular to plane of incidence. Comparisons to predictions of BOR code [25] . and 99% and 98% at 20 GHz. V and J compression factors were 97% and 88% and 98% and 86%, respectively. At 8 GHz, the ratio of not-sparse to spare was 17 for LU memory and 46 for overall computational wall time. Sparse run wall times were 1.3 h at 8 GHz and 100 h at 20 GHz.
Open Cone: The open cone target with base diameter and height of 0.2 m [1] at 18 and 58 GHz for the incident E field perpendicular to the plane of incidence is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Comparison is made to the CICERO BOR code prediction of [15] . 6 The number of unknowns were 98 634 and 1 032 805, respectively, average edge length 0.1 , and ACA LU and solve tolerances and , respectively. At 18 GHz, the overall sparseness of and were 93% and 92%, respectively. and sparseness factors were 95.5% and 88.5%. A total of 3388 RHS were computed. The wall clock time was 0.64 h. Overall memory savings was 12.07 and operations count savings 116. At 58 GHz, the overall sparseness of and were 99% and 97%, respectively. and sparseness factors were 97.8% and 89.4%. A total of 10 920 RHS were computed. The wall clock time was 131 h. Overall memory savings was 39.1 and operations count savings 2463.
These comparisons clearly show that a very significant fraction of the MoM system equation matrix elements do not contain useful problem information. Spatial grouping, low rank, and ACA LU factor/solve can effectively be used to eliminate a large fraction of the problem data which does not contain useful physics.
VII. NUMERICAL COMPLEXITY RESULTS FOR OPEN PIPE MONOSTATIC SCATTERING
Complexity metrics using only the number of problem unknowns N have been the traditional approach for measuring the efficacy of "fast" methods and that is the approach that will be taken in this paper. However, it is worth noting that complexity is a poor efficiency measure since the following parameters also significantly influence the efficacy of a given "fast" method: discretization edge lengths, geometry mutual coupling, accuracy and tolerance parameters, computer hardware costs, and efficient numerical library usage to name a few.
The open pipe, with dimensions noted above, was mesh modeled as a two-wall structure. This target was run over a frequency range of 1 to 20 GHz so that that the surface (interior + exterior) electrical size, in square wavelengths, ranged from 6.33 to 2550
. At each frequency, the average RWG edge length was 0.1 resulting in the number of unknowns N ranging from 2592 to 1 025 109. The number of RHS, and, thus, current solutions, for computing the monostatic pattern over 180 degrees, for both polarizations, ranged from 310 to 6162. The ACA LU factorization convergence tolerance was of the norm of the diagonal block (in the block row). ACA solve tolerances was . System matrix memory, after LU factor scales 7 as , Fig. 12 , compared to . Fill time for the Z matrix, as required for ACA LU factorization input scales as , also compared to . ACA LU factorization wall time scales as , Fig. 13 , compared to . Solve time per RHS vector scales as compared to . The overall problem wall clock time scales as . This is the time for the complete problem including all RHS.
VIII. SUMMARY
It is clear that electrically large problems with unknowns grouped in local spatial regions have a system matrix and its factored forms that are comprised of low rank blocks. And for monostatic scattering, where the RHS voltage matrix is composed of many incident plane waves, is low rank as well as the current solution .
Low rank fundamentally means that most of the MoM system matrix equation elements, before compression, contain very little physical information. The ACA can be used to extract and compress the system equation elements, keeping only the necessary physics. The ACA can be used for all steps of the solution: filling the matrix;
Factoring; and solve. This results in much less memory, much faster run times and ability to use inexpensive computer resources.
It is also important to point out that this ACA LU factorization and solve is completely within the context of standard MoM and is purely a matrix algebra approach. There are no requirements for new basis/test functions, no requirements for far/near field distinction, no requirements for auxiliary "equivalent" sources on a grid and no requirement for analytic Green's function expansion.
